ACCESS TO FIBES FROM PLAZA DE ARMAS AND SAN BERNARDO

PLAZA DE ARMAS

❖ **Car**
Follow street Torneo towards Ronda Urbana Norte, then follow indications to the A4 motorway and Fibes.

❖ **Bus**
Take the 27 Bus-line from the city centre (Plaza del Duque) which is connected to Fibes by street Luis Montoto and the Avenida Andalucía.

SAN BERNARDO

❖ **Car**
Take the Buhaira Avenue and then Kansas City Avenue towards A4 motorway.

❖ **Bus**
Take the B4 Bus-line from San Bernando Station, directly connected to Fibes through Avenues San Francisco Javier, Eduardo Dato, Cruz del Campo, Andalucía and Montes Sierra.

❖ **Commuter train**
Connection via Circular Line C4 (Cercanías C4) towards FIBES.

*The plan is informative. There may have been changes after the completion of this document. Approximate location*
ACCESS TO FIBES FROM PRADO DE SAN SEBASTIAN AND SANTA JUSTA

**PRADO SAN SEBASTIÁN**

- **Car**
  Take street Juan de Mata Carrizo towards Santa Justa train station, then follow Kansas City Avenue towards the A4 motorway and then follow indications to Fibes.

- **Bus**
  Take the 57 Bus-line from the Avenida Carlos V, it follows San Francisco Javier and Cruz del Campo Avenues until the access of the A92 motorway, then take the exit Avenida de las Ciencias.

**SANTA JUSTA**

- **Car**
  Access to Fibes through the Kansas City Avenue towards the A4 motorway, then follow indications to Fibes.

- **Bus**
  Take the 27 Bus-line from Avenue Luis Montoto, then it follows the Andalucía and Montes Sierra Avenues until the stop located next to Fibes.

- **Commuter train**
  Connection via Circular Line C4 (Cercanías C4) towards FIBES.

*The plan is informatif. There may have been changes after the completion of this document. Approximate location*